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vISUAL ATTENTION AND ILLUSORY LINE MOTION
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"T. attend" is one of the covert behavior. but its eHects are difrlCult to See. ILlusory line motion

taSk is.ne ｡f he tools 血種t Shows the work of the visual attention widl Vivid motion-hduction･

However言t has not been con餓med whether dlis task truly renects de work of visud attention･ This

pomt is he ah of present Study･ The res血of some expehmentS･ Whitch 15 couege smdents were

paJticIPated in, showed that task itse一f contained several problems･ Therefore･ I conc一uded dlat it was

necessary to be circ-speCt A uSlng HJusory he motion task for invesdgatlng Visual attention･

Key words'visuaJ attention, uusory line motion, motion sensation･ voluntary and involmtary

shiH.

INTRODUCTION

musory line motion (II･M) was Ale Visual motion iuusion named by Hikosaka, Miyauchi,

and Shimojo (1993a) , resemble to polarized gamma motion (K-izsa, 1951). A line, which

was physic皿y presented at once, had modon perceptlOn部m one side where he的ention was

shed by preceding cue･ According to Hikosaka et all (1993a), Im caused by the

a請endOnd system･ The a請endond spodight s舶ed to he cue locadon and ms頒ea Was

鰭cni血ted. The visud i1品madon ne虹he a請ended紬ea Was reached at he modon detector

hster, md he motion perce中On ocCumed･

Using ILM, Hikosaka et all (1993a) examined the two main aspects of visual attention,

involuntary and vol-tory attention, and concluded dlat attetiomJ system required 100 and

400 msec delay for its m eHect, invol-tory and voluntary･ respectively･ This time couse

was dmost consistent Vim me oher血dings (Muer 氏 Fhuay, 1988; N心ayma 皮

Mackeben, 1989). ILM血ght have a possib叫to be a s廿Ong tool for smdyhg visud

attention. however, before uslng this technique, it shotdd conH- whedler ILM innuenced

ac山田y by me a請entiond mechanism･ T0 -8wer his quesdon was me pmpose of present

PaPer･

METHOD

suLject'FiHeen coHege students (seven male and eight female) were pardcipated in the

expehment, md hey had n0-d or coHected一m0-d vision･

1･ Depa-ent of Psychology'Faculty of AJtS and Letters･ Tohoku Universlty･ Kay"chit Aoba-ku･

sendai 980-77, Japm (e一m誼oha誼@sd･tohoku･ac･jp)
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Stimulus and apparatus: Fixation point was disk stimuli (0･28 × 0.28 dog.). The cue

tor the invoILmtary COndition was the disk same as r.nation po.nt, and the cue for the voluntary

condidon was a d-gle sdmJus (0･45 × 0･45 deg･)･ These cues were presented at 3.2

degree above and 4･O degree right/len horizontal Hom Ale flXation point. The line related to

the task･ was presented between the two possible cue positions･ AV. tachistoscope

(IWATSU ISEL IS-701A) and Ale PerSOml computer (NEC PC-9801 RX) was used for

experiment.

Procedure: Each trial begin with subject's key press.ng, and dlen fixation polnt Was

presented 500 msec･ The徽adon point remained on moughtout he種山, md me subject was

re叫red to keep徹ating lt･ In me invol-t紬Y COndidon, a disk was presented only on me

right or舶position, and it was me cue mat captmed a請ention･ In he volunt糾γ COndition,

however･ me dangles were presented bo仙 me hght md雌position, and hey co血d easily

disth糾ish: me apex of 血ose d-gles were d鵬rent, one had me upside apex (usud dangle)

and the other had the downside apex (inverted triangle) ･ The random cue lead time was

脚owed by me line presentadon･ The血sk of me subject was to answer which direction

motion was perceived over the line (Two-Altemative-Forced-Choice task). Figure 1 showed

disklbr血atj°h

invoiuntaN cond猫on

diskめr tlxl面on

cue(巾ang-es)presentation 
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Fb･ 1 I Stimuli and proced- of the experhent･ In the involuntary condition(upper case),

ngue shows when Ale Cue Presented at leR position･ In boh condition, Subject

judged whitch side the he seemed to draw. in 2 Ahemative Forced Choice.
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cu｡叫3 ･ 2d -｡申出　was was享町中的wa.血W he stimJi aH-gement and me events on a single dd･

The cue lead dmes were 2, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 1000, 2000, 4000

mSeC in the invoILmtary COndition, 2, 20. 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 200, 400, 1000, 2000

msec in the voluntary condition･ Each cue lead time was tested 10 trials.

The stimJi and me procedme were dmost simぬr to mat of Hkosaka et al. (1993a).

The only diHerent point between present study and Hikosaka et al･ was the stimuli in the

voluntary condition: Hikosaka et al･ used the color stimuli, green and red. but in this

expehment dmgle and invened廿iangle were used2･

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Figue 2 was shown the results of this experiments･ The result of the involuntary

condition gave good agreement wih mat of Hikosaka et al. (1993a). However言n me

voluntary condition, although the probability of illusion was barely higher than the chance level,

he res山Iacked consistency･ This result did not coincide w心血at of Hikosaka, Miyauchi,

and Shimojo (1993b). This disagreement was caused by some problem contained ILM task

itseH.
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Fk･ 2･ Percentages of line motion from attended side･ Each line shows each subject's

persond dam.

a) hvolmtary condition. Most Of the subjects perceived apparent motion over the

cue lead time 20 msec.

b) Volmtary condition. The results showed barely higher than the chmce level. hut

no consistency -Ong Subjects was hdicated･

DIHerences in processing betu,eon iwoluntaγ and uoluntaTy task in HM

As described above, according to Hikosaka et al. (1993a) , attentional system required

100 and 400 msec for its M eHect. involuntary and voluntary, respectively, but this conclusion

2･ The each pixel of AV tachstoscope used山田s smdy had 1 -bit htenslty levels. 血ot is. it co血d not

presentめlor stim山.
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was msomd.

In the voluntary condition, subject had to identiq which stimulus was the target at Hrst,

and then would shin attention to the target location･ In the involuntary condition. however.

identiHcation was not necessary･ I measued the pehod required for Ale identiflCation, and the

discrimination reaction time for the target became shorter Ale Order. invol-tary. voluntary

-color-, voluntary -shape- (Fig. 3). This results indicated dlat the voluntary condition had

longer disch止nation time, and merefbre, me direct comp紬ison of he time 100 and 400 msec

was questioned.

0　　　0　　　0　　　05　　　0　　　5　　　03322
(8SE)の∈Lu〇番OSは

FB･ 3･ Reaction time for the target discrhthation (choice reacdon the)･ Two subjects

(TO; author himself and HS) p競,cipated A the experiment･ The order of Ale

condition was comter- vaJanced. The results hdicated that volmtary condition had

Ionger discrimimtion time thm involuntary condidon. (The vertical he shows Ale

stmdⅢd enor.)

Necess互γ of catch triad

IIM paradigm have another critical problem that no catch trial contains･ Most subject

also reported that they could estimate the direction of the iuusion, in the voluntary condition･

To prevent the response biases, the catch dial was necessary for this paradigm･ One possible

procedue of such catch trids was to give the line physical motion Hem Ale opposite side of the

a請entive stimJus.
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Can ui:銅al attention (坑)ide into more than two locations?

M-y血dies showed hat visud a請endon co血d not divide into d胱rent region (Ehcsen 皮

Yく九1985 ; Posner, Snyder, 良 Davidson, 1980). However,皿subject reponed mat me line

seemed to drawをom both sides in the voluntary condition･ This introspection indicated both

me stim山coJd direct visud a請endon･ This phenomenon did not touch on he Hikosaka's

study at all, but this was very robust one. If visual attention could not divide, ILM did not

renect the attentional eHect, and this must be the fatal problem of ILM･

CoNCLUSION

To sh批a備ention was one of血e hum- coven behavior, accordingly lt WaSぬr五〇m easy

to make visibly Ale eHect of visual attention･ From this polnt, ILM was very strong tool. if it

caused by the innuence of visual attention･ However, before uslng this paradigm for the

invest'gation of visual attention, some problem as mentioned above 孟ust be solved.
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